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Photostructural changes in a hybrid photonic crystal fiber with chalcogenide nanofilms inside the inner surface of the cladding holes are experimentally demonstrated. The deposition of the amorphous chalcogenide glass films inside the silica capillaries of the fiber was made by infiltrating the nanocolloidal solution-based As$_{25}$S$_{75}$, while the photoinduced changes were performed by side illuminating the fiber near the bandgap edge of the formed glass nanofilms. The photoinduced effect of the chalcogenide glass directly red-shifts the transmission bandgap position of the fiber as high as ~20.6 nm at around 1600 nm wavelength, while the maximum bandgap intensity change at ~1270 nm was ~3 dB. © 2014 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4861374]
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The preparation of the nanocolloidal solution-based As$_{25}$S$_{75}$ was made by mixing high purity As and S elements in a quartz ampoule. The ampoule with the elements was heated to $\sim 700 \degree C$ and then the melt was quenched to room temperature. The bulk glass was dissolved in n-butylamine (Alfa Aesar, 99.5%) and the dissolution process was carried out inside a sealed glass container to prevent solvent evaporation. A hot plate with magnetic stirrer was used to expedite the dissolution process. The concentration of the final solution was 0.2 g/ml and the viscosity of the solution was less than 0.25 cP. The dissolution process took several days in order to ensure complete homogenization. The resulting solution was stored inside a nitrogen-purged glove box until use to prevent oxygen and water contamination.

For our experiments, we employed a commercially available PCF purchased by NKT photonics A/S. The cladding hole diameter of the fiber is $d = 3.5 \mu m$, while the pitch $\Lambda$ (distance between the holes) is $7.7 \mu m$. The core of the fiber is $\sim 11 \mu m$. The scanning electron microscopy of the cross-section of the fiber is shown in Fig. 1(a). The nanocolloidal solution was infiltrated inside the holes of the fiber using capillary effects where for an infused length of around 5 cm, the infiltration time was $\sim 10$ min. It is worth noting that the infiltrated fiber length is directly related with the viscosity of the material, the size of the holes, and the applied pressure to the sample as it has been extensively described before. After the infiltration of the fiber, the sample was rested inside a fume hood at room temperature for about 2 days in order to allow smoothly the solvent evaporation. We further annealed the fiber at $60 \degree C$ for 6 h to remove any solvent residues. After the annealing of the fiber, the final chalcogenide film was formed inside the silica capillaries in a uniform and smooth manner. Figure 1(b) shows the SEM image of the final deposited chalcogenide films around the core of fiber, while Fig. 1(c) shows a magnified SEM image, which clearly indicates the existence of the chalcogenide film to the surface of the hollow channel of the fiber. The thickness of the chalcogenide film was not possible to be determined accurately since it was less than 10 nm. The refractive index of the nanolayers is around 2.1–2.5, however, both the annealing time and temperature have a crucial role to the final refractive index of the glass layers as reported previously.

In order to further confirm the existence of the chalcogenide films inside the holes of the PCF, we used Energy-dispersive X-ray (EDX) spectroscopy to identify the elements of the formed film. Figure 2(a) shows the SEM image of an angle-cleaved hole with chalcogenide film and the point where the EDX was applied. In order to identify the elements of the thin film, the acquisition time of the EDX measurement was more than 10 min. As it can be seen from Fig. 2(b), the EDX spectrum indicates the existence of arsenic (As) and sulfide (S) elements to the nanofilms, which further confirms the structural existence of the formed glass layer. In order to identify the absorbance edge of the material, we drop casted the nanocolloidal glass solution to a microscope slide. The measurement of the absorbance spectrum was performed using an FTNIR spectrophotometer (Bruker Vector). Since the composition of the glass is a sulfur rich-based chalcogenide, the bandgap absorption edge has been shifted to shorter wavelengths compared, for example, to stoichiometric As$_2$S$_3$. Figure 2(c) shows the absorbance spectrum of the As$_{25}$S$_{75}$ chalcogenide think film for a range from 400 nm to 1800 nm indicating that the photostructural effects can be revealed using a diode laser at 473 nm, which is close enough to the bandgap edge of the material.

For the optical characterization of the hybrid chalcogenide/silica PCF, a supercontinuum laser source was used covering from 500 to 1750 nm wavelength. The output beam was collected with a microscope objective and a multimode fiber, while the transmitted signal was monitored on an optical spectrum analyzer (OSA). The cladding light was blocked by inserting an iris diaphragm into the beam path, such that only light from the fiber core was recorded. The illumination of the sample near the bandgap edge was made using a 50 mW CW laser source at 473 nm. The fiber sample

![FIG. 1. (a) SEM image of the cross-section of the fiber. (b) SEM image around the core indicated the formed thin chalcogenide films inside the silica capillaries of the fiber and (c) magnified SEM image of a single hole shown clearly the nanometer thick chalcogenide film deposited on the surface of the hole.](image1)

![FIG. 2. (a) SEM image of an angled-cleave section of the fiber indicated the EDX point. (b) EDX spectrum of the chalcogenide film showing the existence of As-S elements. (c) Absorbance spectrum of As$_{25}$S$_{75}$ starting from 400 up to 1800 nm wavelength.](image2)
was also laser scanned forward and backward using a linear translation drive stage (Thorlabs, DDSM100), while the beam of the laser was focused on the sample using an objective lens ($\times 10$). The near field pattern of the fundamental guiding mode was recorded using a beam splitter and a CCD camera. The experimental set-up is shown in Fig. 3(a).

The guiding mechanism in a conventional PCF is based on total internal reflection (TIR). By infiltrating the holes of the fiber with a high index material (chalcogenide glass layers in this case), the average refractive index of the cladding is consequently higher than the silica core. The guiding mechanism is then modified to ARROW (antiresonant reflecting optical waveguide) guidance. In ARROW guidance, the high index materials consisting the effective cladding of the fiber are considered as separate waveguides where each waveguide can support a number of guided modes. If light impinging on the inclusion is on transverse resonance with one of its guided modes, then it can propagate through the inclusion and escape from the core. If light is in an off-resonance with the modes in the high index materials then it is reflected and confined back to the core of the fiber. Consequently, the transmission spectrum exhibits several minimum and maximum bands. Figure 3(b) shows the overexposed near field pattern of the fundamental mode recorded using a supercontinuum generation. The distortion to the near field pattern of the mode was introduced by the cleaved end facet of the fiber. Nevertheless, it can be seen that the amount of light is guided on the high index chalcogenide films deposited to the holes of the fiber cladding. Figure 3(c) shows the normalized transmission spectrum of the chalcogenide-filled PCF (black line). The high index layers in the cladding of the fiber strongly reveal full photonic bandgaps from 500 to 1700 nm wavelength. For the short wavelengths, there are 5 distinct narrow bands with the maximum bandwidth of the guiding band to be around 46.5 nm at around 900 nm wavelength, while for wavelengths longer than 1000 nm, the bandgap bandwidth significantly increases at maximum bandwidth at 1520 nm wavelength to be around 122 nm. Figure 3(c) also shows the red-shifting of the location of the bandgaps after the illumination of the sample with CW laser source at 473 nm wavelength (red dotted line) at maximum power (50 mW). The laser beam scanned the sample at a constant speed of 80 mm/min in order to ensure complete photostructural homogeneity along the length of the filled fiber. The sample was scanned 3 times in total (forward and reverse), with a total illumination time of $\sim 18$ min, while further bandgap light illumination of the fiber did not enhance the photoinduced changes. The final delivered power at the high index layers of the air-holes close to the core is less than 50 mW since the amount of the power is side scattered by the continuous air-silica interface along the penetration path.

When chalcogenide glasses are exposed to the appropriate light, several distinct photo-induced structural and physiochemical changes have been observed. Some of them are photo-polymerization, photo-crystallization, photo-decomposition (in compounds), photo-induced morphological changes, and light-induced changes in local atomic configuration. Among the aforementioned photoinduced effects in these glasses, the most notable one is photodarkening. This effect is believed to originate from the decomposition of the arsenic–chalcogen bond and the formation of the defects in the glassy structure (arsenic clusters). In this case, the illumination of the sample with light near bandgap edge of the deposited chalcogenide films causes a change to the refractive index of the formed glass films. This is based on the fact that the refractive index and the absorption coefficient of the material, respectively, are not independent from each other and are related through the Kramers–Kronig relationship. Since the bandgap light illumination of chalcogenide glass introduces photodarkening effects to the formed glass, the refractive index will thus change as high as $\Delta n \approx 0.07$ in films and as $\Delta n \approx 10^{-3}$ in fibers. Figure 4(a) shows the bandgap right edge red-shift of the transmission spectrum after illumination (Fig. 3(c), red line) by tracking each edge separately. It is shown clearly that the photostuctural effect is dominant at longer wavelengths with maximum bandgap red-shifting of 20.69 nm at 1633 nm wavelength. The photodinduced change affects also the bandgap intensity where as it can been seen from Figure 4(b) the reduction of the bandgap varies monotonically with respect to the corresponding wavelength. The maximum reduction to the bandgap intensity was measured to be $-3$ dB at around 1270 nm.

In conclusion, photoinduced effects occurring in a hybrid chalcogenide/silica PCF under the side illumination with the near bandgap light are experimentally demonstrated. The nanocolloidal solution-based chalcogenide glass integrated inside the cladding holes of a commercially available PCF, whereas the near bandgap laser illumination of the sample at 473 nm introduced a direct red-shift to the
transmission bandgap spectrum as high as 20.6 nm at 1633, while the bandgap intensity reduced around 3.1 dB at 1270 nm wavelength. Further optimization of the performance of the fiber device can be achieved by using higher laser energies or by further enhancement of the chalcogenide glass’s photosensitivity. Other previous reports have demonstrated light guidance in the mid-IR transmission window by combining chalcogenide and silica glass in a step-index fiber form where infiltration of PCFs with soft-glasses has been achieved by using the melt-filling technique.\textsuperscript{24,25} However, the main scope of this work is to demonstrate the ability of combining silica-based PCF with chalcogenide glasses in a simple way for the development of all-fiber tunable bandgap devices. Furthermore, the proposed method for fabricating hybrid PCFs combined with the unique optical properties of chalcogenide glasses opens a new route for all-fiber filters at visible range as well as tunable devices.
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\textbf{FIG. 4.} (a) Bandgap edge shift vs the wavelength of each transmission band. (b) Intensity reduction of each bandgap vs the corresponding wavelength. Inset: Demonstration of the fiber bandgaps tracked.